Chrysler 2

It is a degree V6 designed for front-wheel drive applications, later adapted to rear-wheel drive
ones. The 2. It is a DOHC valve design. It is an aluminum block with cast-iron cylinder liners and
aluminum heads. In terms of emissions, this was a TLEV engine; it runs on regular-octane 87
gasoline. Compression when launched in was 9. The 24 valves are actuated by hydraulic
end-pivot roller followers and hydraulic lifters. Fuel injection was sequential for six ports for all
engines. The Magnum version featured a variable intake system to create a supercharging effect
at different engine speeds. A three-row chain replaced the timing belt of the 3. In , the 2. Buildup
of oil sludge is a common issue that plagues this engine. Higher than average operating
temperature, an insufficient oil capacity and the timing chain driven water pump leaking into the
crankcase are all factors in why this occurs. The engine was affected by an oil sludge problem
and premature timing chain tensioner failure. The oil sludge issue appears to have been caused
by issues with the crankcase ventilation system, and while it affected a minority of engines, it
could cause complete failure [1] In some cases, neglected maintenance aided in premature
failure missed oil changes or increased intervals between oil changes. Also this engine was
plagued with issues regarding the water pump gasket leaking coolant internally and diluting the
oil. Such coolant leaks must be addressed instantly or engine failure is imminent. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Vehicles using this engine include:.
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services to help keep you safe. I had a great experience, done everything over the phone, they
sent fresh pictures of everything, Ian Dumanaky took care of everything, the car was brought to
me on Vancouver Island, I met the guy, he handed me the keys and all the paperwork, he got
back on the ferry, I drove off in my Audi TT, love the car, no issues whatsoever! I would have no
problem dealing with SK Automarket when I'm in the market for another sporty car! I check
more than one car on this dealer and they provided me the information I needed. These guys
were great! Very helpful Got the car we wanted at A great price! John was the best salesman I
had seen all day, and I had seen a lot of them. When you go to this dealership, you gotta talk to
this guy. I was treated honestly and fairly. Their pre-sale protocol is added assurance that the
vehicle is mechanically sound. They went out of their way to drop the vehicle at my home and
most importantly, I got the best deal in the Lower Mainland. I highly recommend this dealer
without reservation. The car dealer was very helpful and he offered to help me out with another
vehicle so thank you very much for your help and hope to see you soon. Did not seem like they
wanted to sell a vehicle just have you show up and buy no questions asked. When I first asked
about repairs done to the vehicle I was told none until I had to remind them it was a rebuild so
obviously repairs were done. They then said they don't know. Very shady, very lazy, customer
service was non existent. Right off the bat he had answered my email even though it was pm
and the dealership was closed. And this is also a first but in no way shape or form was he
pulling the classic salesman pitch made me feel very comfortable and helpful through and
through. All dealerships should take note. Thank you. Both the salesman and office manager
contacted me promptly to make sure all questions were answered The salesman has promptly
emailed me further information and answered questions. The dealership contacted me
promptly. Unfortunately for them we decided to purchase elsewhere due to a better offer on a
new vehicle. They worked with us and found what we wanted, great price and service. I have a
salesman by the name of mike. The dealership gave us a fair price for uour Santa e xl and we
are very happy with the warranty as well. I had asked about some features on the vehicle and
the salesperson told me to go google it. Competent road manners, a well-appointed interior and
solid performance from an available V6 powerplant make the Chrysler a big improvement over
the Chrysler Sebring, which it replaced in the automaker's lineup in The Chrysler rolls into with
no new features or updates, and a small trunk and cramped cabin with minimal storage space
make the a questionable choice for families or owners who have to carry passengers and cargo.
Available as both a sedan and a convertible, the Chrysler represents a much-needed
improvement over the Sebring, but the sedan still struggles to match up against formidable
competitors from Toyota, Honda, Ford, Hyundai and Nissan, among other automakers. Chrysler
lowers the sedan's entry-level price for in an effort to make it a better overall value, and the
adjustment might be just enough to make some buyers take a serious look. The convertible,
however, sits in a better position, since it has fewer true competitors, although it also costs

quite a bit more than the sedan. Other than the introduction of 2 new exterior colors and a new
interior color for the convertible, the Chrysler remains essentially unchanged for Introduced in
as a replacement for the ailing Sebring, the Chrysler comes in 4-door sedan and 2-door
convertible body styles, with 4 trim levels for the sedan and 3 for the convertible. Powerplants
include a base 2. Fuel economy numbers for the are fairly decent, with the base 4-cylinder
getting up to 31 mpg. Inside, the 's quiet, comfortable cabin features plenty of soft-touch
surfaces and upscale materials, but reviewers say it's too cramped for families, with limited
storage and cargo space. Chrysler offers the midsize sedan in LX, Touring, Limited and S trim
levels, while the convertible comes in Touring, Limited and S levels, as well as with either a
power cloth top or a power retractable hard top, both with 1-button operation. The sedan seats 5
passengers, while the convertible seats 4. Both body styles ride on front-wheel-drive platforms.
In addition, the convertible gets a new Black with Pearl White interior color scheme. Outside,
the displays a slanted front fascia with Chrysler's signature grille, bi-function halogen projector
headlights with LED accents, a sculpted hood, clean side lines and LED taillights. The
distinctive Chrysler winged badge features prominently on both the grille and trunk lid. The
Limited and S trims add projector foglights, while the S trim also includes an S grille with black
painted bars, S headlights with a black background, S foglight bezels, dual bright exhaust pipes
and a unique Chrysler winged badge with black inlay. All convertibles come standard with a
power soft top, although Chrysler offers a power retractable hard top as an option on the
convertible Limited and S trims. Still relatively new in the marketplace, the sedan faces tough
competition from such well-established vehicles as the Ford Fusion, Hyundai Sonata, Toyota
Camry, Nissan Altima and Honda Accord. The lowered entry-level pricing for the LX sedan
seems to indicate that Chrysler knows it needs to make the vehicle more competitive and a
better overall value. The convertible, which carries on the tradition of the popular Sebring
convertible, enjoys a slightly better position, since it faces fewer competitors. Vehicles like the
BMW 1 Series Convertible and the Ford Mustang convertible carry much higher price tags, while
the MINI Cooper Roadster and Mazda MX-5 Miata ride on a smaller footprint, with less interior
and cargo space, giving the convertible an opportunity to establish itself in the marketplace
with buyers who seek an affordable open-air ride. Chrysler offers the with a choice of 2 engines,
depending on trim level. In the LX sedan, the engine links to a 4-speed automatic transmission,
while the Touring sedan and convertible upgrade to a 6-speed automatic with an Auto Stick
manual-shift feature. The S sedan, Limited convertible and S convertible receive a 3. Chrysler
offers the V6 as an option in the Touring and Limited sedans and in the Limited convertible, but
not in the entry-level LX sedan trim. Testers like the performance of the V6 engine, which
delivers smooth, capable performance and good acceleration. However, with its high torque
number, the V6-equipped can be susceptible to torque steer, which drives the car to one side
under heavy acceleration, according to testers. Generally, reviewers are unexcited by the base
4-cylinder engine and 4-speed entry-level automatic transmission. Fuel economy numbers are
on par for the class, although the Ford Fusion gets up to 37 mpg with its EcoBoost engine, and
the Camry gets 35 mpg with its 4-cylinder engine and 31 with its V6. The Chrysler does a good
job of smoothing out rough road surfaces and represents a vast improvement over the Sebring.
For the most part it stays firmly planted in tight corners and exhibits only minimal floatiness
over dips and bumps. The power rack-and-pinion steering provides good responsiveness and
feedback, while the 4-wheel antilock disc brakes deliver good stopping power, although some
test drivers find them a little mushy. The rides on a front independent MacPherson strut
suspension with gas-charged shock absorbers and a stabilizer bar, and an independent
multi-link configuration in the rear with gas-charged shock absorbers and a link-type stabilizer
bar. The LX rides on inch steel wheels, while the Touring trims get inch aluminum wheels. The
Limited and S trims get inch aluminum wheels. The Chrysler 's interior receives mixed reviews.
For the most part, critics say it's an improvement over the Sebring's cabin, although some
cheap-looking components still carry over, such as the sun visors and interior trim. However,
the 's cabin benefits from soft-touch surfaces and generally higher-end materials. In addition,
controls are easy to access and operate, although some critics say the controls still have a
plasticky feel. However, one of the 's biggest shortcoming remains its interior space. Critics call
the cabin cramped and narrow and note that despite the sedan's 5-passenger capacity, 3 adults
will have difficulty sitting side-by-side in the rear seat. Passengers will find adequate headroom
in the front and back, but legroom can be tight for taller adults. Similarly, the convertible's
second-row seat can be tight for 2 taller adults. Chrysler reports that the cabin of the sedan has
a total interior passenger volume of That compares to Critics also find fault with the 's seats,
which they say are thin and uncomfortable. The Touring trims add such features as automatic
climate control, an 8-way power-adjustable driver's seat, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and
shift knob, a mini trip computer and an upgraded 6-speaker audio system with SiriusXM satellite

radio. Stepping up a notch, the Limited trims get leather upholstery, heated front seats and an
auto-dimming rear-view mirror with a microphone, as well as a premium audio system with HD
radio, a 6. At the top of the line, the S trims also receive a perforated leather-wrapped steering
wheel, sport bucket seats with suede inserts and a 6-speaker Boston Acoustics audio system.
Owners can add a navigation system to the Limited and S trims. Standard features for the
convertible trims differ slightly from those of the sedan. All convertible trims, for instance,
receive automatic climate control and 6-way power-adjustable front seats as standard features.
The Chrysler was named a Top Safety Pick by the IIHS, since it received a top rating of Good for
protecting passengers in all types of crashes, including front, side, rear and rollover crashes.
The NHTSA gave the a safety rating of 4 out of 5 stars, which breaks down to 4 stars for
protecting passengers in front and rollover crashes, and 3 stars for side crashes. All trims come
equipped with all the expected safety features, including electronic stability control, traction
control and antilock brakes with brake assist. Six airbags, including front seat-mounted and
side-curtain airbags for both rows of seating, also come standard. A tire pressure monitoring
system and a vehicle theft alarm system are among the other standard safety features. Owners
give the Chrysler mixed reviews and are split almost evenly between those who love the vehicle
and those who don't recommend it. On the plus side, many owners find the Chrysler to be a
good value, with sporty handling and capable performance, especially with the V6 engine. They
also like its quiet, comfortable cabin, standard features list and exterior styling. For the most
part, these owners don't seem to have a problem with the tight cabin and instead say it meets
their expectations with overall good fit and finish. Owners also say they like the highly
adjustable driver's seat, which provides good visibility out the front and back. On the other
hand, a number of owners report build-quality problems with the , requiring frequent trips to the
dealership, while others complain that they're not getting promised fuel economy numbers from
the 's engines. These owners also find the seats a little too hard, and a few note faster
depreciation for the than some competitive vehicles. Other complaints mention a harsh ride and
an outdated interior. Prospective buyers will have to test-drive the car and judge for themselves
whether the meets their needs and expectations. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down
your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Email me price drops and
new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. The Good.
Read more. Nissan of Duncan. Dealers Trade In Centre. Well, I am in love with the Chrysler This
model is beautiful. The cars features are relevant to my needs. The value of this car is perfect
because it is actually worth more than you charge for it. I have found the car to be lacking
nothing in my opinion. The clock located in the center over the radio is classic. There really is
no comparison f The price was a good value. The car was in excellent condition. All of the
features were great with the exception of the trunk lid. It is so heavy that my wife could not lift it.
I dont know if it should have some springs or something to help it in opening. That is what killed
the sale of the auto for us. Ive never driven one but Ive liked the design since I first saw it wish I
would have bought one instead of my pos hyundai. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Sorry but not very personal. Their responses to
my questions were rather canned and not really clear - so did not pursue the sale Asking to see
the car for a test drive, the only answer I got is that I have to buy it and go through all the
bureaucracy of purchasing it, which is something risky even thought they have a cash back
policy up to 7 days. Ad dues not mention that car is rebuild. Price is way too high for a reboot
status. Contacted very quickly, my sales rep Josh did a great job for me, and follow-up my
management was appreciated! It was good ,they were quick to answer. The only problem was
the car had just sold. Responded quickly, answered questions. Didn't look at the car in person
as it was a rebuild. I received a call back on the pickup and was given a few positive options on
purchasing it. Only reason I give a one is because the sales person got back to me quickly. I
drove up to see this vehicle after they told me they would have it ready and out front for me. It
was dirty, had not been detailed, had mechanical problems that they were obviously not going
to fix until they had an offer on the unit. Total waste of my time. The dealer was great but due to
errors in the description of the car, it did not meet my needs. Waqas was amazing and such a
tremendous help! He was a pleasure to deal with right from the beginning of just inquiring on
more details about the car, all the way through viewing the vehicle and then purchasing. He
went above and beyond to help make sure that this was the vehicle for me. Even on the day of

pick up, he helped my friend who drove me to pick up the car fill up her flat tire. Thank you so
much Waqas! I was looking for a vehicle with a specific feature. I was assured that the 2 cars I
was interested had the feature. When I got there, the car did not have the feature and they tried
to upsell me to a vehicle that did. Not professional. Very professional and knowledgeable staff ,
so happy to work with them. Thank you to Sofia for such a smooth process and professional
service:. There are many steps to earning the respect of a teenager. The fastest route, though, is
to look good. No, but you can understand the confusion. You can call this Chrysler sedan sexy
without fear of ridicule. It built its 5-passenger sedan to transport families in ease and comfort.
And, perhaps, to lay to rest the ghosts of mediocre Chrysler sedans past, such as the Sebring
and even the first-generation You can also choose between an inline 4-cylinder I4 and a V6
engine, and depending on the trim level, this car is available with a choice between front-wheel
and all-wheel drive. This version of the car also has LED running lights and a set of inch alloy
wheels, and it provides access to a broader array of options. The C also includes an
auto-dimming rear-view mirror, a universal garage door opener, a 7-inch information display
nestled between the gauges, remote engine start and a reversing camera. Satin-finish wheels,
brighter exterior trim and side mirrors with turn-signal indicators identify the C from the outside.
My test vehicle was the top-of-the-line C with nearly every option, painted Velvet Red and
including a V6 engine, all-wheel-drive and inch wheels. However, you can definitely see where
the money went. This loaded and stylish C sure looks and feels like an entry-level luxury car.
Chrysler inserted an excellent 3. It moved the sedan with plenty of enthusiasm, thanks to
broad-shouldered power accessible across the rev range. According to Chrysler, this engine
will outgun all its midsize sedan competitors. While it is refined, it does get a bit confused on
occasion, taking its sweet time to engage Reverse or Drive, and at times pausing for too long
before downshifting. Nine speeds? What is this, a bike? And happily, I averaged 22 mpg during
a week of driving, which is exactly what the EPA said my test car should average. Still, the C is
not a car that inspires you to take the long, scenic way home. The overall result is a jittery ride
quality that doesn't suit this particular trim level. The brake pedal needs additional attention to
calibration, though, as it feels positioned too high compared to the accelerator pedal and
frequently delivered inconsistent response depending on the driving situation. Often, when
turning into my subdivision, the front air dam scraped loudly on the run-off channel at the
entrance to my street. Most of the materials appear to be of high quality, and I could find no
significant flaws in terms of assembly. Because a rotary dial is used for gear selection, the
automaker is free to design an angled console containing it plus the climate-control knobs and
electronic emergency-brake button. A pass-though allows electrical cords to be fed from the
power outlet and charging ports to the underlying storage tray. The driver and passenger
benefit from supportive front seats with heating and cooling options. With a high belt line and
huge roof pillars all around, I constantly felt like I had to peer around to get a sense of my
surroundings. The reversing camera was put to good use, as rear visibility is also limited. While
children will have no trouble with their accommodations, full-size adults are likely to complain.
Plus, this setup turns the into a mobile Wi-Fi hot spot. In my opinion, this is one of the best
touchscreen infotainment systems on the market, proving easy to use and featuring great
graphics combined with clearly labeled virtual buttons that are readily responsive to the touch. I
like having information like exterior temperature and average fuel economy so easily
accessible. The DID obliged. Our family also took advantage of the remote start feature during
the week of a blazing late-summer heat wave. From the comfort of your home, simply push the
engine start button on the key fob, and the engine starts, cooling the vehicle prior to driving.
This also comes in handy on brutally cold mornings. The Chrysler is available with all kinds of
active safety technologyâ€¦ as long as you choose the most expensive trim. My C test vehicle
was bedecked with Chrysler's exclusive SafetyTec Package, which includes adaptive cruise
control with stop and go capability, a frontal-collision warning system, a lane-departure warning
system, a lane-keeping assist system, a blind-spot and cross-traffic detection system,
rain-sensing wipers and automatic high-beam headlights. Additionally, this package includes a
self-parking system that can steer the C into a parallel or perpendicular space while the driver
operates the pedals and transmission. A blind-spot monitoring system with rear cross-traffic
alert is also available for the S model, but not any of the other SafetyTec Package features. I
easily matched the official EPA fuel economy rating, and Consumer Reports predicts that
overall ownership costs should prove to be lower than average. Plus, Chrysler supplies three
years or 36, miles of free roadside assistance. The previous proved average or better in this
regard, but it was also a far simpler machine. Trust me on thisâ€”the dealer really wants to sell
you this car. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new

cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our
filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 k
switch diagram wiring
2001 ford taurus owners manual free download
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m 75 km km km km Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Chrysler Dealer. Request Information. SMS Motors. SJS
Auto Sales. Well, I am in love with the Chrysler This model is beautiful. The cars features are
relevant to my needs. The value of this car is perfect because it is actually worth more than you
charge for it. I have found the car to be lacking nothing in my opinion. The clock located in the
center over the radio is classic. There really is no comparison f Read more. The price was a
good value. The car was in excellent condition. All of the features were great with the exception
of the trunk lid. It is so heavy that my wife could not lift it. I dont know if it should have some
springs or something to help it in opening. That is what killed the sale of the auto for us. Ive
never driven one but Ive liked the design since I first saw it wish I would have bought one
instead of my pos hyundai. Why Use CarGurus?

